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Unit 8.3. Flying too close to the sun 

1. ________________ - deserving respect 

2. ________________-  to have a strong effect on 

people for a long time or over a large area;   

(of a sound) to be repeated several times as it 

bounces off different surfaces 

3. ________________ - (written) that cannot be 

destroyed, defeated or questioned 

4. ________________ -  [no passive] (not used in 

the progressive tenses) to deserve and get sth 

because of the special qualities you have 

5. ________________ - (often disapproving) to 

interest or excite sb 

6. ________________ - to make a person or an 

animal want sth that they cannot have or do 

7. ________________ - (of a story, piece of news, 

etc.) exciting and slightly shocking 

8. ________________ - exciting or interesting in a 

way that keeps your attention 

9. ________________ - attractive and exciting in a 

mysterious way 

10. ________________ - awkward when dealing with 

people and often saying or doing the wrong thing 

11. ________________ - (formal) not having been 

formally taught about sth 

12. ________________ - (written) to take hold of sth 

and remove it by pulling it 

13. ________________ - frightening, usually because 

it is connected with sth violent or cruel 

14. ________________ – (secret information or an 

unpleasant emotion) come out gradually 

15. ________________- [onlybeforenoun] connected 

with the period after the birth of a child 

16. ________________ - [U] an emotional disorder in 

which a person repeatedly eats too much and then 

forces him- or herself to VOMIT 

17. ________________ – setting against, disaffection, 

remoteness, separation, turning away; 

________________ -  1 to make sb less 

friendly or sympathetic towards you 

2 ~ sb (from sth/sb) to 

make sb feel that they do not belong in a 

particular group 

18. ________________ - (of an unpleasant situation) 

not stopping or becoming less severe 

19. ________________- ~ sth/sb (in sth) | ~ sb (as 

sth) to persuade sb to help you or to join you in 

doing sth 

20. ________________ - [U] open refusal to obey 

sb/sth 

21. ________________ - difficult to understand 

22. ________________ - ~ (between / of A and B) 

something that is the product of mixing two or 

more different things 

23. ________________ -  (written) to have a very 

strong desire for sth 

24. ________________ (v) - (formal) to treat sb badly 

or in an unfair way 

25. ________________ - to manage to do sth in spite 

of difficulties; to succeed in making sth happen in 

spite of difficulties 

26. ________________ - (from French) the end of a 

play, book, etc., in which everything is explained 

or settled; the end result of a situation 
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Unit 8.5. Cream and punishment 

1. _________________-  to surprise or shock sb so 

much that they cannot think clearly or speak 

2. _________________ - the importance and respect 

that a person has because of their ability and 

achievements 

3. ____________ – covered with spots of liquid 

4. _________________– an achievement which is 

though to be especially good because it was very 

difficult 

5. ____________________________- [nopassive] to 

be proud of sth 

6. _________________- (of ideas, claims, etc.) 

believing or claiming that sb/sth is more important 

or impressive than they really are 

7. ____________ - ~ (of sb/sth) | ~ (of doing sth) 

careful when dealing with sb/sth because you 

think that there may be a danger or problem  SYN 

CAUTIOUS 

8. _________________- ~ (in sth) to become 

involved in a situation in order to improve or help 

it 

9. _________________ (from French) - [C] a 

shop/store that sells cakes, etc. 

10. _________________ -  adjective (disapproving) 

only interested in making or getting money 

11. _________________ - adjective (disapproving) 

only interested in making or getting money 

12. _________________- a flat pie filled with sth soft 

and wet that looks like custard, that performers 

throw at each other to make people laugh 

13. _________________- receiving or involving a lot 

of attention and discussion on television, in 

newspapers, etc 

14. _________________-  to place sth or yourself 

firmly in a particular place or position 

15. _________________  -  (especially BrE) an open 

pie made of pastry or cake filled with eggs and 

cheese, fruit, etc 

16. _________________ – a rude way to describe a 

person that you think is very stupid 

17. _________________- to move back from a place;  

to be situated away from sth 

18. _________________ - something that makes you 

guess the real truth about sth/sb 

19. _________________ - the official position or 

function that sb has 

20. _________________ - a performance or piece of 

writing which tries to make sth look ridiculous by 

representing it in a humorous way SYN PARODY 

 


